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We now needed an idea for the first book. We knew a Portuguese collector 
that had a large collection of mugs and tankards and proposed the idea to him. 
In agreeing, he provided a large group of pieces to serve as the source for the 
research needed. Soon a second collector joined the project and also offered his 
collection for study. Over the years the project continued to grow becoming much 
more ambitious and this is the reason why it has had the longest development 
period of all our publications to date. In the end, almost 200 mugs and tankards 
from 23 museums, 18 private collectors and 3 dealers are illustrated and 
discussed in the book. The original collection, referred in the book as the ‘SL 
Collection’ gradually grew and now includes 335 mugs and tankards, probably 
the largest of the kind. Vessels from eleven different countries are represented 
including the extraordinary Edward and Judi Eckenhoff Collection, based  
in the United States, comprising another 160 examples. 

We are proud to have two of the most reputed scholars in the field of Chinese 
porcelain as authors of this book, Maria Antónia Pinto de Matos, director  
of the Museu Nacional do Azulejo in Lisbon and Rose Kerr, the former Keeper  
of the Far Eastern Department of the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.  
In this book, while discussing at length the subject of Chinese porcelain mugs 
and tankards, the authors bring a much wider view by exploring historical,  
social and economic aspects, offering the reader a comprehensive study  
and understanding of the production and use of these wonderful and  
interesting drinking vessels.

Luísa Vinhais 
Jorge Welsh 

PuBLIShER’S  
FoREWoRd

Tankards and Mugs, Drinking from Chinese Export Porcelain was our first book 
project by independent authors. Although we have since released a significant 
number of publications, this is the book that marks the beginning of what 
became Jorge Welsh Research and Publishing. 

In 1990, just four years after we started our business, on a buying trip to 
Bath, I met for the first time David Sanctuary Howard at his gallery. Heirloom 
and Howard was then, as it is now under the stewardship of his wife, Angela 
Howard, one of the most respected firms dealing in Chinese export armorial 
porcelain. David had by then published the first volume of Chinese Armorial 
Porcelain, the book that has become the reference publication on the subject. 
With his usual generosity, David decided to offer advice on what might help  
a young dealer to develop his business. One of the suggestions was that I should 
learn as much as I could, and then turn that expertise into a book. Of course, 
very good advice but difficult to implement for a young dealer. However, the 
seed had been planted and although neither Luísa Vinhais or myself had the 
natural skills or talent needed to be a writer, soon we found an alternative  
and began preparing ourselves to become publishers, not only of our catalogues 
but also of books by independent authors and researchers, thus hoping  
to contribute to furthering knowledge in our chosen fields of expertise. 
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NotE ABout  
thE AuthoRS

Maria Antónia Pinto de Matos

Maria Antónia Pinto de Matos is currently the director of the Museu  
Nacional do Azulejo in Lisbon, having previously been curator at the Museu 
Nacional de Arte Antiga, director of Casa-Museu Dr. Anastácio Gonçalves,  
and of the Instituto Português de Museus, also in Lisbon. She graduated 
in History from the Universidade Clássica de Lisboa, postgraduating in 
Museology. Since 1980, she has researched the field of Chinese export 
porcelain in general and that made for the Portuguese market in particular.  
She is the author of various books, catalogues and articles on Chinese  
export porcelain, a frequent lecturer on the subject and teaches regularly  
at Portuguese universities and other institutions.

Rose Kerr

Rose Kerr is Honorary Associate of the Needham Research Institute  
in Cambridge, after retiring as Keeper of the Far Eastern Department  
at the Victoria and Albert Museum. She graduated in Chinese studies from  
the School of Oriental and African Studies and spent a year as a student in 
China during the last year of the Cultural Revolution, 1975-1976. She teaches 
and lectures internationally, and acts as Honorary Fellow at the University  
of Glasgow, Chairman of the Great Britain-China Education Trust, Trustee  
of the Sir Percival David Foundation of Chinese Art and Museum Expert 
Advisor for Hong Kong. In 2015 she was created an Honorary Citizen  
of Jingdezhen. Author and contributor to 20 books on Asian art,  
she is a regular contributor to journals and magazines.
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The discussion of just one type of export  
porcelain, the tankard or mug, might seem at 
first to be restrictive. However, when we consider 
everything that this single vessel form embodies, 
the subject can be seen to illuminate many features 
of social, economic and art history.

The brewing and distillation of alcohol was an 
integral part of the history of civilisation. Most 
cultures have enjoyed the stimulant function of 
strong drink, and the convivial sense of relaxation 
and exhilaration it brought to feasts and festivals. 
But more than that, alcohol was used in religious 
rituals to induce spiritual communion or to act  
as an offering to higher powers. In China for 
example, tradition states that fermentation  
of liquor for ceremonial purposes started under 
Emperor Yu, legendary founder of the Xia dynasty 
(2070 – 2061 BC). During the Bronze Age  

(1700 BC – AD 220) written records describe how 
alcohol was employed for religious or ceremonial 
use, presented to gods and ancestors as ritual 
offerings, in addition to providing pleasure at 
banquets.1 Archaeological evidence confirms the 
written descriptions,2 for when liquids preserved 
inside hermetically lidded bronze vessels were 
chemically analysed, they were found to be 
fermented rice and millet liquors flavoured  
with herbs, flowers and tree resins.3

It follows that the vessels used to contain drink 
were treasured containers, and that time and care 
was spent on their manufacture and decoration. 
They needed to be practical, functional utensils, 
but this requirement should not detract from their 
aesthetic appeal. These principles held good for 
high-status drinking vessels down through the  
ages, and were certainly true of the majority  

Tankards, 
mugs, cans 
and gorges

INtRoduCtIoN By
 

Rose Kerr
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Cylindrical vessels with handles for holding  
alcohol have been used in many cultures. In China, 
strong drink is certainly known from as early as the 
Neolithic period (5000-1700 BC), when warmed or 
mulled alcoholic beverages were used. Such drinks  
were made from grains, but were probably quite 
unlike ale or beer, having an alcohol content of over 
10%. Archaeological remains from the Hemudu 
culture in Zhejiang province (5000-3000 BC) 
indicated that alcohol preparation went on there, 
while the Longshan culture of Shandong province 
(3000-2000 BC) manufactured beautiful, thin, 
handled cups that served for the consumption  
of liquor (fig. 1).8 

Feasting, and the provision of banquets for  
both the living and the dead, have continued  
as an important ritual in Chinese life down  
to modern times.9 

During the Bronze Age the most prestigious 
material for ceremonial vessels was bronze,  
but fine ceramics continued to be manufactured 
under official supervision. Various pottery forms 
were created to contain beverages, including one 
style, made in southeast China of hard, high-fired 
grey earthenware, that was in essence a handled 
mug (fig. 2).

By the time of the Han dynasty (206 BC – AD 220) 
China was engaged in constant warfare and trade 
with regions outside her borders, to the north 
and west. This was the first period when the great 
overland Silk Routes helped connect China not 
only with civilisations far to the west, like Rome, 
but also to the varied peoples and civilisations of 
Central Asia. Alongside ‘blood-sweating horses’ 
from Ferghana10 and other exotic products such 
as grape vines, rhinoceros horn and ivory, western 
fashions in dress and utensils travelled eastwards. 
These are strongly marked in finds at desert oases 
along the Silk Routes, such as those at Turfan in 
Xinjiang. There, excavation of graves has yielded 
hand-built mugs very similar to that shown in figure 2.  
Fired in oxidation to give a red tone to the body 
clay, they were decorated outside with a high-iron 
slip to produce a smooth, dull red surface (fig. 3).11 

During the 3rd-7th centuries China was subject  
to internal division between north and south, 
when several dynasties of short duration gained 
control of different areas of territory. In the north, 
many ruling houses originated in the steppes. They 
consisted of nomadic tribesmen who had gradually 
coalesced into powerful military forces, swept into 
power and then settled down to enjoy the fruits of 
sovereignty. They adopted Chinese customs and 
habits to varying extents, but during those centuries 

Mug-shaped vessels 
with handles in China 
before 1500

fIg. 1

fIg. 1

Mug 
Black earthenware 
Northern China, Longshan 
Culture — 2000 BC-1700 BC 
h 13.3; mØ 8; BØ 7.5 cm

© V&A IMAges/VIctorIA And 
ALbert MuseuM, London

of Chinese export porcelain mugs made for Europe 
much later on, during the 17th-19th centuries. At that 
period smart porcelain tankards and mugs were 
generally owned by affluent people, and were  
used for private drinking.4 

Chinese porcelain was held in high regard in  
the West, and top-quality wares were both scarce 
and expensive. Export tankards and mugs, painted 
in delicate enamels or emblazoned with designs 
copied from European prints, were therefore luxury 
items. Even more standard pieces decorated in blue 
and white were sought after. Thus they were  
a constituent of the market in export porcelain,  
a sub-set in the history of trade. 

Mugs were made in smaller numbers than  
large, multi-piece export dinner and tea services,  
but because they were carefully kept for use on 
special occasions, they survive in considerable 
numbers. They were among the more expensive 
items in export cargoes, often forming part of  
the private market carried by Captains and Super-
Cargoes on European trading ships.5 The excess 
belongings of a certain Captain Carr were sold  
by Messrs. Christie and Ansell on February 9th and 
10th, 1780. In addition to fine wines and European 
ceramics was an ‘extensive assortment of Oriental 
effects’. It is notable that several complete table 
services and breakfast sets were auctioned, none 
of them containing mugs as a component part. 
Out of a total of 207 mixed lots comprising several 
hundreds of items, only two lots were of mugs,  
one containing three pieces, the other four.6 

Chinese export mugs copied Western forms in 
precious materials such as gold, silver and glass, 
as well as cheaper substances such as pottery and 
pewter. Although they were often decorated with 
patterns conveyed to China from Europe, they 
could also be painted with traditional Chinese 
designs and motifs, thus embodying inter-cultural 
influences. The evolution of their porcelain body 
material from relatively thick and sturdy in the 
17th century to thinner in the 18th, and of their 
decoration from blue and white to famille verte  
and then famille rose, chronicled the evolution  
of materials and techniques. 

Chinese export tankards and mugs act as an  
index of social evolution in the 17th-20th centuries. 
They illuminate aspects of Western social history, 
and their decoration gives vivid expression to life 
and customs of the time. Smaller pieces were used 
to entertain family and friends at home,7 while 
larger containers were commissioned by guilds, 
clubs and other social and trade bodies. Thus the 
vessels were symbolic of kinship and harmony. 
Communal drinking implied good fellowship, 
guests wishing one another ‘good health’ as a toast. 
Such gatherings were also occasions to demonstrate 
the host’s generosity, and their standard of living 
as expressed in clothing, furnishing and goods. 
Chinese porcelain mugs were costly, particularly  
if they bore specially-commissioned decorations 
like coats of arms or other commemorative devices, 
and thereby demonstrated their owner’s honour, 
riches and breeding. They were status symbols  
and confirmed social rank. They were often 
beautiful objects, thereby reflecting the owner’s 
aesthetic appreciation and good taste. 

Collections of tankards and mugs, like those  
used as pictures for this book, can thus be used  
to illustrate aspects of cultural history. But more 
than this, they are also beautiful objects in their own 
right. Their shapes are pleasing, their decoration 
intricate, and their function suggests enjoyment 
and well-being. Set out in rows, they form  
a harmonious ensemble. Examined individually,  
each has its own personal character and history. 
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The second great outward-looking period in 
Chinese history was the Tang dynasty (618–906). 
During that time contacts in both directions along 
the Silk Routes strengthened, and countless foreign 
traders set up shop in the capital city, Chang’an.15 
The early Tang was a period of confidence and 
military expansionism for the Chinese, who in 
fact conquered the greater part of Central Asia 

for a short period between 630 and 660. Western 
influences were strongly felt in textiles, dress and 
utensils, many of them preserved in graves in 
northern China. Ceramics often copied metals  
in their forms, and many of those forms derived 
from Central and Western Asia (figs. 6 and 7).

During the later Tang and Liao dynasties in the 
8th-11th centuries, many Western-influenced goods 
continue to be found among luxury goods in tombs, 
including vessels in both mug and tankard form 
(fig. 8). 

During the Song dynasty (960–1279) China turned 
inwards once more, a stance that was completely 
reversed when the Mongols seized power. Their 
Yuan dynasty (1279-1368) saw China ruled by  
a foreign power whose greater empire covered  
a huge area of Europe, the Middle East and Asia, 
giving rise to widespread trade and exchange of 
goods between East and West. In spite of major 
influences in textiles and decorative arts, the 
handled mug form does not seem to have been 
transmitted into the Chinese ceramic repertoire  
in the Yuan dynasty. 

It was rather in the succeeding Ming dynasty  
(1368-1644), when China’s borders were closed 
once more, that Middle Eastern mug forms were 

fIg. 6 fIg. 7

fIg. 6

Mug 
White kaolinitic earthenware 
China — tang dynasty 
(618–907) 
h 5.2; mØ 6.4; BØ 3 cm

prIVAte coLLectIon

fIg. 7

Mug 
White kaolinitic earthenware 
and lead glazes 
China — tang dynasty 
(618–907) 
h 6.4; mØ 5.8; BØ 3.3 cm

prIVAte coLLectIon

fIg. 8

remains of a gilt silver 
tankard dating to 936-1054, 
found in an archaeological site 
of the Liao dynasty (907–1125)

fIg. 8

steppe cavalrymen, together with Central Asian 
traders and craftsmen, enjoyed significant social 
standing in north China. Many foreign items, and 
local replicas of fashionable foreign goods, were 
made. In West and Central Asia gold and silver 
banqueting vessels were among the most important 
possessions of the aristocracy, and several pieces 
have been excavated in China. The drinking vessel 

with restricted neck and loop handle was  
a significant form, and one that continued  
to have resonance down through history (fig. 4).

Over the last 30 years, excavations in China have 
unearthed metalwork vessels dating to the 5th-6th 
century, that were originally made in Iran, Bactria,12 
Sogdiana13 and other lands of Central Asia (fig. 5).14 

fIg. 2

fIg. 4

fIg. 3

fIg. 2

Mug 
grey earthenware 
Southeast China,  
Fujian Province — 1300 BC 
h 11.6; mØ 10.6 cm

© fujIAn proVIncIAL MuseuM

fIg. 3

Mug 
Red earthenware and slip 
China — han dynasty  
(206 B.C - 220 A.d.), Western 
han Period (206 BC–9 Ad) 
h 6.7; mØ 4.8; BØ 4.2 cm

prIVAte coLLectIon

fIg. 4

Vessel 
Silver 
Eastern Iran — Sasanian Empire 
(224–651), 5th–6th century 
h 13.4; BØ 5.3 cm

© tHe cLeVeLAnd MuseuM  
of Art. purcHAse froM tHe 
j.H. WAde fund, 1961-200

fIg. 5

drawing of a silver tankard 
dating to the 8th century, 
found in a grave of the tang 
dynasty (618–907)

fIg. 5
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fIg. 17

fIg. 18

fIg. 18

Mug 
Porcelain decorated in 
underglaze cobalt blue 
China — ming dynasty, 
Chongzhen period (1628-1644), 
ca. 1635-1644 
h 21.5; mØ 7.7; BØ 10 cm

© AsHfIeLd coLLectIon

fIg. 17

Mug 
Porcelain decorated  
in underglaze cobalt blue 
China — ming dynasty, 
Chongzhen period (1628-1644), 
1630-1640 
h 20.5; mØ 8; BØ 9.6 cm

© unIVersIty of HuLL 
pHotogrApHIc serVIce

contacts between  
china and the West  
in the 16th-19th centuries 

China had been trading with East and Southeast 
Asia, Central Asia and the Middle East for one 
thousand years or more before European traders 
arrived on the scene. Direct maritime contact  
was established between Europe and China  
when the Portuguese first mastered the great 
ocean voyage. They reached China as early as 1513, 
travelling the last stages in Indian or Chinese ships,  
and sailed the whole route in a Portuguese vessel  
in 1521. Although Portuguese nobility, traders  
and missionaries ordered many porcelains with 
specific Western designs, they did not consume  
ale, beer or cider and thus had little need for 
tankards and mugs. Such vessels do not figure  
as important export items in the 16th century,  
when the Portuguese had monopoly of the  
East India trade. 

At the beginning of the 17th century Dutch 
maritime interests in Asia expanded, and the 
Netherlands quickly came to dominate trade.  
In 1615 the Dutch shipped about 24,000 items 
of blue-and-white, in 1616 around 42,000 and 
by 1638 it has been estimated that over 3 million 
pieces of porcelain had been transported to Europe 
by the Dutch.23 Mugs and tankards occur as a minor 
but regular constituent of cargoes24, fashioned in 
the tall, heavy-bottomed forms that were typical 
of pewter and precious metals, and almost all 
decorated in blue and white (figs. 17 and 18).  
They can often be seen in 17th century Dutch 
paintings (fig. 19).

contacts between  
the Middle east and europe  
in the 14th-16th centuries 

The mug form with rounded body, straight neck 
and handle, that appeared in metalwork, jade and 
ceramic in the Middle East, later on also became 
common in Europe. It was employed, for example, 
in German salt-glazed stoneware and in English 
ceramic ‘gorges’ (figs. 22 and 23). It was among  
a range of shapes and designs that crossed into  
the European repertory, probably via Italy.

During the 14th and 15th centuries Italian cities, 
prominent among them Florence, Genoa and 
Venice, strengthened their diplomatic and trading 
links with Muslim powers in Syria, Lebanon, 
Anatolia, Turkey, eastern Iran and Egypt. It was 
a time of reciprocal contact, dependent on a web 
of trading partnerships that were underpinned by 
state diplomacy. Diplomatic gifts were exchanged, 
assisting the introduction of Islamic luxury  
vessels into Europe. The activity of a multitude  
of merchants and diplomats led to the familiar-
isation and appreciation of Mamluk, and later 
Ottoman and Persian, fine goods in Venice, where 
Middle Eastern traders moved about the streets 
freely.20 During the 15th century inlaid metalwork 
became popular and from Italy the taste for this 
style of work spread northwards into Europe.21  
Even after the Portuguese had sailed round  
the Cape of Good Hope in 1498, trade between 
Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean continued 
undiminished, and even expanded during the 
course of the 16th century.22 

Trade between 
East and West 
after 1300
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These three mugs, each in the shape of a truncated 
cone, with unglazed flat bases, convex at the 
centre, and C-shaped handles, are painted in 
underglaze cobalt blue in the early Transitional 
style, with figures in a fenced garden, mountains 
and rivers in the background, V-shaped grass, and 
layers of rocks and clouds that are characteristic 
of the period. Two of the mugs have borders with 
a stylized floral scroll, and the other has long and 
undulating leaves, around the rim. The central mug 
(illustrated) has a band of stylised petals between  
a pair of double circles around the foot. 

 

Porcelain decorated in 
underglaze cobalt blue

 

jindezhen kilns,  
jiangxi province

Ming dynasty, 
chongzhen period 
(1628-1644),  
ca. 1635-1644

h 20.5 cm; mØ 7.6 cm; 
BØ 9.8 cm; V 705 ml  
(app. 1 ¼ uk pints)

h 19.9 cm; mØ 7.2 cm;  
BØ 10.2 cm; V 665 ml  
(app. 1 ¼ uk pints) 

h 19 cm; mØ 7.6 cm; 
BØ 9.7 cm; V 720 ml  
(app. 1 ¼ uk pints)

SL CoLLECtIoN

08 Three 
Graduated 
Mugs

The shape of these mugs derives from  
a German stoneware prototype that was used  
for beer drinking in Northern Europe. Known  
as schnelle, these were a type of ‘mug with cover’, 
with a tall, cylindrical body, and neck and base 
usually moulded with wide ribbing (fig. 8a). This 
shape presumably developed from tall wooden 
receptacles made of several parts.1 Vessels of this 
shape first appeared in Cologne in the 16th century, 
but were also made in Siegburg, near Cologne,  
and in Raeren (now Belgium), although the  
latter were usually larger (fig. 8b). →
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fIg. 8c

Mug with Added silver cover 
Porcelain decorated in 
underglaze cobalt blue;  
silver mounts 
China — ming dynasty, 
Chongzhen (1628-1644),  
ca. 1635-1644 
h 22.9; mØ 7.6; BØ 9.8 cm;  
V 940 ml (app. 1 ¾ uk pints)

FroM TrAnSITIonAl WArES 
And ThEIr ForErunnErS. 
oRIENtAL CERAmIC SoCIEty  
oF hoNg koNg, 1981.  
© courtesy of tHe orIentAL 
cerAMIc socIety of Hong 
Kong

fIg. 8A

Mug (Schnelle) 
Stoneware 
germany, Cologne — 1566 
h 21.5; mØ 7; BØ 10 cm

© In LAngdurIg bruIKLeen 
VAn Het KonInKLIjK 
oudHeIdKundIg genootscHAp/ 
on LoAn froM tHe royAL 
AntIquArIAn socIety 

fIg. 8b

tankard (Schnelle) 
Stoneware 
germany, Raeren  
(now in Belgium) — 1592 
h 26.7; mØ 6.4; BØ 9.8 cm

© MALMö MuseuM 
coLLectIonAntIquArIAn 
socIety 

→ From 1620 onwards, with the decline  
of court patronage, Jingdezhen potters were 
encouraged to seek out new markets, initiating  
a period of artistic freedom never before seen.  
This development resulted in the production 
of novel shapes and designs based on popular 
woodcuts, exemplified by these mugs. 

At first, the potters used narrative scenes in  
the Chinese taste, inspired by classical stories, 
to decorate objects for export. From the 1630s 
onwards, the Dutch began to supply models,  
such as European mugs (referred to in the VOC 
 – Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie or Dutch  
East India Company – documents as snellen,  
snellkens and snelletjes) to be copied in China. 

Several of these mugs were fitted in Europe  
with silver and gilt mounts, which included covers  
and thumb rests, many of which are represented  

fIg. 8A

fIg. 8b

fIg. 8d

gillis jacobsz van Hulsdonck 
(1626–1670) 
Breakfast Piece with Lobster 
oil on wood 
1668-1669

© erIK corneLIus/ 
nAtIonALMuseuM,  
stocKHoLM

Among the vast range of 17th century still-life 
paintings that illustrate blue and white tankards 
and mugs comparable to these and fitted with silver 
mounts, is an oil painting on wood, by the Flemish 
artist Gillis van Hulsdonck (ca. 1626-ca. 1670), 
Breakfast Piece with Lobster, in the National Museum 
of Stockholm (fig. 8d); a painting by the Dutch artist  
Haarlem Jan van de Velde (1620-1662), with a com-
parable tankard, in the British Museum in London,7 
and another painting attributed to W. Van der Aelst 
in the Gemäldegalerie, in Dresden.8 •

 
1 klinge, 1996, pp. 16-7.
2 Scheurleer, 1980, p. 219, fig. 95.
3 Ashmolean museum, 1981, p. 33, no. 46; Scheurleer, 1980,  

p. 220, fig. 96.
4 Scheurleer, 1980, p. 222, fig. 100.
5 Clemmensen and mackeprang, 1980, pp. 40-1, figs. 15 and 16.
6 Butler and Wang, 2006, pp. 322-23, no. 121.
7 harrison-hall, 2001, pp. 358-59, nos. 12:11 and 12:12.
8 Scheurleer, 1980, p. 221, fig. 98.

in public and private collections, as well as illustrated 
in still-life paintings of that period. One of these  
is a mug in the Oriental Ceramic Society of Hong 
Kong, decorated with small buildings, pavilions 
and trees and fitted with a silver cover (fig. 8c); 
there is another tankard with silver mounts hall 
marked to 1642 in the Museum für Kunst und 
Gewerbe in Hamburg;2 three similar vessels are in 
the Ashmolean Museum, one of which has Swedish-
made silver mounts, possibly made in the 18th 
century, with a silver coin dating to 1692 engraved 
on top of the cover;3 two mugs fitted with English 
silver mounts were in the former collection of Robert 
Hoe, New York;4 and a further example, with a silver 
cover engraved with a monogram and coat of arms 
of Admiral Herik Bielke and his wife Edele Ulfeldt, 
is in the Älborg Historiske Museum in Denmark.5 
A few tankards have a small ring around the top 
section of the handle, to be fitted with a silver lid,  
as for example, the tankard in the Butler collection.6 

fIg. 8c fIg. 8d
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The shape of this vessel is closely related to 
the previous tankard: the S-shaped handle with 
upturned terminal suggesting a ruyi head and 
the shallow domed cover, of which the Buddhist 
lion is replaced by a lotus bud finial. The ribbing 
around the cylindrical neck has disappeared and 
the rounded bulge is incised with spiralling lines 
that appear to represent petals and is covered with 
a light brown glaze. The neck and cover are painted 
in underglaze cobalt blue, with lobed medallions 
enclosing demi-flower heads, floral motifs and 
ruyi heads reserved in white on a blue ground, 
while the handle is decorated with a simple floral 
scroll. The base is marked in the centre with a blue 
Artemisia leaf, one of the ‘Eight Precious Symbols’ 
of Buddhism, believed to repel diseases and evil 
spirits. 

Iron oxide based glazes were already in use during 
the Yuan period (1279-1368). When fired at a high 
temperature, the colour of the glaze could become, 
among others, celadon green and brown, ranging 
from dark brown, known as capucin, to light brown, 
designated as café au lait. Brown glaze is rarely 
used on its own. It is generally applied on items 
with horizontal bands decorated in ‘blue and 
white’, or to cover pieces with reserves decorated  
in underglaze or overglaze polychrome enamels.

 

Porcelain decorated in 
underglaze cobalt blue 
and brown glaze 

 

jindezhen kilns,  
jiangxi province

qing dynasty, Kangxi 
period (1662-1722),  
ca. 1690-1700

h 13.4 cm 
mØ 6.9 cm 

BØ 4.4 cm 
V 310 ml  
(app. ½ uk pint)

SL CoLLECtIoN

18 Tankard

The combination of lighter or darker shades of 
café au lait glaze with ‘blue and white’ decoration, 
continued to be popular on pieces for the export 
markets, particularly in Asia, as is proved by the 
cargoes of the Ca Mau ship that sank off the coast 
of Vietnam in 1725,1 and the Swedish East India 
Company Göteborg that sank at Rivöfjorden  
on the 12th of September 1745, as it was arriving  
at the port of Gothenburg port on return from  
its voyage to Canton.2

Similarly shaped and decorated tankards are 
in the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford,3 and in 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.4 
There are two tankards, each with neck and cover 
decorated with small flowers reserved in white 
enclosed in a blue lobed medallion in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum in London,5 and in the Edward 
and Judi Eckenhoff Collection (fig. 18a). Although 
uncommon, examples of tankards decorated  
with moulded panels enclosing landscapes,  
reserved on a blue swastika ground are also known, 
such as the one in the Musée Adrien Dubouché 
in Limoges.6 All of these, except for the present 
tankard and the one in the collection of The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York,  
have metal mounts. •

 
1 Nguyên, 2002, p. 174, fig. 213. 
2 Wästfelt, gyllensvärd and Weibull, 1991, pp. 232-33, no. 83. 
3 Scheurleer, 1980, p. 318, fig. 296.
4 Le Corbeiller, 1973, p. 20, no. 5.
5 Scheurleer, 1980, p. 318, fig. 295.
6 Shimizu and Chabanne (coords.), 2003, p. 154, no. 94.

fIg. 18A

tankard with replacement 
Metal cover  
Porcelain decorated in 
underglaze cobalt blue and 
brown glaze; metal mounts 
China — Qing dynasty,  
kangxi period (1662-1722) 
h 15.2 cm

© edWArd And judI 
ecKenHoff coLLectIonfIg. 18A
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This globular tankard has a tall cylindrical,  
neck, a handle moulded with a dragon’s head,  
and stands on a short foot. It is covered in 
underglaze powder blue, except on the interior, 
base and foot ring. It has a domed cover, which  
is connected to the body through a ring with  
a thumb rest that is fitted to the handle by  
a leaf-shaped metal band. It is decorated over  
the powder blue in gold, with magnolias and  
other flowers on the lower section, and two 
Buddhist lions playing with a brocade ball on  
the neck, below a key fret pattern border around  
the rim. The dragon-shaped handle is decorated 
with scales, and the cover is painted with  
a stylized flower head. 

 

Porcelain decorated in 
underglaze powder blue 
and gold; metal mounts

 

jingdezhen kilns, 
jiangxi province

qing dynasty, Kangxi 
period (1662-1722)

h 13.6 cm 
mØ 5 cm 

BØ 4.8 cm 
V 300 ml  
(app. ½ uk pint)

JoRgE WELSh WoRkS  

oF ARt, LISBoN/LoNdoN

29 Tankard

The technique of ‘blown’ underglaze powder  
blue – also known in the West as bleu poudré or  
bleu soufflé – is characteristic of the Kangxi period. 
This powdered effect was obtained by blowing  
the cobalt pigment through a bamboo tube, gauze-
covered on one end, onto the surface of the unfired 
piece, where it formed a non-homogeneous pattern 
of small dots. The piece of porcelain was then 
glazed and fired at a high temperature, resulting  
in a mottled and luminous surface, which could 
then be decorated with gold over the glaze.  
These pieces could either be completely covered 
in powder blue, or have white reserves against the 
powder blue ground. The reserves were created  
by the use of paper cutouts or stencils of the desired 
shape, applied on the unfired surface, and removed 
after the blowing of the pigment. The reserves could 
be decorated in underglaze cobalt blue, overglaze 
famille verte enamels, or more unusually, in 
underglaze copper-red.

Buddhist lions chasing brocade balls first appeared 
on Chinese ceramics during the Song dynasty 
(960-1279). This motif seems to have derived from 
silks from the Northern Song period (960-1127).1 

A very similar mug, but without the domed cover 
and metal mounts, is in the Edward and Judi 
Eckenhoff Collection (fig. 29a) •

1 Pierson, 2001, pp. 86-7, nos. 85-7.

fIg. 29A

tankard with Missing cover 
Porcelain decorated  
in underglaze powder  
blue and gold 
China — Qing dynasty,  
kangxi period (1662-1722) 
h 11.7; mØ 5.4; BØ 5 cm

© edWArd And judI 
ecKenHoff coLLectIonfIg. 29A
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This baluster-shaped miniature tankard, standing 
on an unglazed concave base, has a tall cylindrical 
neck, an S-shaped handle and a domed cover fitted 
with a gilt metal mount, which shows the high 
regard for Chinese export porcelain in Europe.  
It is painted in bright shades of underglaze cobalt 
blue, with two branches with three flowers and 
many leaves that flank the handle and cover the 
entire body. The handle is painted with two leaves, 
while a border of triangles encircles the rim.  
The cover has the same decoration. 

Men frequently offered miniature tankards  
and mugs to their wives when their first child 
 was born, as beer was considered to be beneficial 
for lactation.1 Evidence for this is a cylindrical 
tankard in the Württembergisches Landesmuseum 
in Stuttgart,2 made by Jeremias Peffenhauser  
in around 1660, which is decorated with a scene 
based on an engraving by Jonas Arnold the Younger  
(1609-1669) dating to 1660, where a man carries  
a tankard to offer to the new mother.3 

 

Porcelain decorated in 
underglaze cobalt blue; 
gilt metal mounts

 

jingdezhen kilns, 
jiangxi province

qing dynasty, Kangxi 
period (1662-1722),  
ca. 1690-1700

h 6.8 cm 
mØ 2.8 cm 

BØ 2.9 cm 
V 30 ml  
(app. 1⁄20 uk pint)

SL CoLLECtIoN

38  
Miniature 
Tankard

There are tankards of similar shape and size  
to this piece, fitted with a shallow domed cover 
attached to the body through a ring beneath  
the thumb rest and on the handle, held by  
a metal crosspiece (fig. 38a). •

 
1 gruber, 1982, p. 77.
2 Württembergisches Landesmuseum, inv. no. 1636/194.
3 gruber, 1982, p. 78, nos. 71 and 72.

fIg. 38A

set of four Miniature tankards 
Porcelain decorated  
in underglaze cobalt blue 
China — Qing dynasty,  
kangxi period (1662-1722)

h 7.5; mØ 2.5; BØ 3 cm;  
V 30 ml (app. 1⁄20 uk pint)

© jorge WeLsH WorKs of Art, 
LIsbon/London

fIg. 38A

This cylindrical mug is moulded with three 
horizontal ridges around the flat base, and has 
a curved handle. Painted in several shades of 
underglaze cobalt blue, the mug is decorated  
with a multi-lobed border enclosing flowers and 
white flower heads on a blue ground, alternating 
with chrysanthemums and foliage above the ribbing 
around the base, below lotus flowers intertwined 
with scrolls. A narrow border of swastikas encircles 
the rim. •

 

Porcelain decorated in 
underglaze cobalt blue

 

jindezhen kilns,  
jiangxi province

qing dynasty, Kangxi 
period (1662-1722)

h 9 cm 
mØ 5.4 cm 

BØ 5.5 cm 
V 100 ml  
(app. ¼ uk pint)

JoRgE WELSh WoRkS  

oF ARt, LISBoN/LoNdoN

39 Mug
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The three graduated mugs in this set are each 
modelled with straight cylindrical sides and  
a double entwined ribbed strap handle, moulded 
with clusters of berries and leaves where it joins 
the body. They are made of white porcelain and 
covered with glaze, except for the concave base 
of the largest mug. Each is decorated in overglaze 
famille rose enamels with a roundel on the opposite 
side of the handle, simulating a window with  
purple drapery tied back at two points with  
a cord and hanging tassels. It frames a lady  
wearing a pink dress and robe leaning on her 
elbow, and supporting her head with her right 

 

Porcelain decorated in 
overglaze famille rose 
enamels 

 

qing dynasty, qianlong 
period (1736-1795),  
ca. 1770-1780

h 15.6 cm; mØ 12.5 cm; 
BØ 12 cm; V 1350 ml  
(app. 2 ¼ uk pints)

h 14 cm; mØ 11.8 cm;  
BØ 11 cm; V 1050 ml  
(app. 1 ¾ uk pints)

h 12.5 cm; mØ 9.8 cm; 
BØ 9.5 cm; V 650 ml  
(app. 1 ¼ uk pints)

JoRgE WELSh WoRkS  

oF ARt, LISBoN/LoNdoN

76 Three 
Graduated 
Mugs

hand, while holding a beaded necklace on the 
other. The roundel is flanked on each side by  
three scattered floral sprigs, while the rim is 
decorated with small elaborately shaped panels  
filled with a pink trellis pattern, interlinked  
by flower garlands. •
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This cylindrical mug stands on a flat base, and  
has a loop handle moulded with a ruyi head at the 
top that serves as a thumb rest. On the opposite 
side of the handle, within a panel outlined by blue  
scrolls, is a riverscape with two Chinese sampans. 
The one on the right is anchored near two plum 
trees, and has two poles projecting from the 
bamboo roof on which clothes are hanging  
up to dry. There is one figure sitting on the bow 
and another standing on the riverbank. Both are 
depicted glancing at a walled building. The second 
sampan, carrying several figures either standing 
at the bow or under the elaborate roof, is seen 

 

Porcelain decorated in 
underglaze cobalt blue, 
overglaze famille rose 
enamels and gold

 

qing dynasty, qianlong 
period (1736-1795)

h 13 cm 
mØ 10.9 cm 

BØ 10.8 cm 
V 950 ml  
(app. 1 ¾ uk pints)

JoRgE WELSh WoRkS  

oF ARt, LISBoN/LoNdoN

77 Mug

navigating the aubergine-coloured river. It flies  
two flags, and is adorned with lanterns bearing 
Chinese characters. In the background are three 
further vessels anchored near a European-style 
building. Below the handle, is another riverscape 
scene painted in sepia and iron-red, with rocks, 
trees and European buildings, all within a panel 
framed by scrolls painted in grisaille. The panel  
is flanked by four small reserves in the same style, 
decorated with floral sprays. There is a honeycomb 
pattern border round the rim, and the handle  
is decorated with a floral stem, all painted  
in underglaze cobalt blue. •
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These three mugs in the shape of human heads  
are naturalistically modelled and enamelled with 
skin-coloured faces, iron-red lips, light brown  
hair and beards, each standing on a short foot.  
The imposing C-shaped handle is moulded  
with incisions that form a light, vertical ribbing  
on its sides, filled with gilt lines that start from the 
base and taper towards the top. One of the heads  
is surmounted by a stylized hat adorned with  
a serrated border in iron-red and gold, suggesting  
a crown, possibly representing the crown of 
Neptune, the God of the Sea in Roman mythology. 
The second mug undoubtedly represents the head 
of Bacchus, the God of Wine, crowned with tendrils, 
green vine leaves and bunches of purple grapes. 
Like the previous mug, this one copies a model 
produced at Derby and Chelsea and other factories. 
The third mug is surmounted by a sailor’s hat, 
hence its name, ‘Sailor’s Head’ or ‘Rodney’. 

 

Porcelain modelled, 
moulded and painted  
in overglaze polychrome 
enamels and gold

 

qing dynasty, qianlong 
period (1736-1795),  
ca. 1785

h 10.3 cm; mØ 9.7 cm 

BØ 6.7 cm; V 410 ml  
(app. ¾ uk pint)

h 11.2 cm; mØ 9 cm 

BØ 6.6 cm; V 420 ml  
(app. ¾ uk pint)

h 9.6 cm; mØ 8.3 cm 

BØ 6 cm; V 290 ml  
(app. ½ uk pint)

SL CoLLECtIoN

90 Three 
Mugs

These mugs, which meticulously copy a model 
produced at the Derby factory in circa 1778,1 were 
later made in other places, including Chelsea. 
Some authors contend that these head-shaped 
mugs were inspired by prototypes from the Bow 
or Staffordshire factories.2 The ‘Neptune’ mug 
is based on a model dating to circa 1780-85, 
produced at the Derby factory and created  
by William Duesbury II (1763-1797), when  
the company was known as William Duesbury  
& Co (fig. 90a). It continued to be made until  
at least 1800, and later Robert Bloor renamed  
it as ‘Jupiter’ in around 1815.3 Even later, it was 
copied and modified by other English factories, 
including Derby, which named it ‘Sailor’s Head’  
or ‘Rodney’, as well as ‘Neptune’.

The tradition for these mugs, however, dates back 
to at least the 1st century BC, when a Roman vessel 
in the shape of a God’s head was made in Asia 
Minor. This terracotta vessel, which could represent 
Dionysius — the God of Wine in the Greek pantheon 
— Hermes, or Pan, is inscribed with the name of  
the artisan and potter, Likinnois, on the base.4 

In the same way as Meissen porcelain was imitated 
in China, these Chinese mugs were most probably 
made to compete with the English prices. →
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→ There are several similar examples of both 
the models shown here in public and private 
collections. There are ‘Neptune’ mugs in the  
former Hodroff Collection, USA,5 in the former 
Essayan Collection, Lisbon,6 and in the Peabody 
Essex Museum in Salem.7 There were Chinese 
porcelain mugs representing Bacchus in the 
former Ricardo Espírito Santo Silva Collection,8 
the Copeland Collection, now part of the Peabody 
Essex Museum in Salem,9 the Elinor and Horace 
Gordon Collection,10 and the Garbisch Collection, 
Pokety Farms.11 There are two ‘Neptune’ mugs,  
and a further one representing Bacchus in the 
Edward and Judi Eckenhoff Collection.12 •

 
1 Sargent, 1991, p. 230, no. 112.
2 Beurdeley, 1962, p. 48, fig. 21.
3 Sargent, 2012, p. 472, no. 262.
4 Sargent, 2012, p. 473. 
5 howard, 1994, p. 195, no. 226.
6 Beurdeley, 1962, p. 48, fig. 21.
7 Sargent, 2012, pp. 472-73, no. 262. 
8 Silva, hyde and malta, 1956, p. 94, fig. XXXV.
9 Sargent, 1991, p. 230, no. 112.
10 gordon, 1978, p. 115, no. 106.
11 Sotheby’s New york, 22 may 1980, lot 266.
12 Eckenhoff, 2011, p. 90. 

fIg. 90A

two Mugs

chinese Mug 
Porcelain decorated in 
overglaze famille rose enamels 
China — Qing dynasty, 
Qianlong period (1736-1795), 
ca. 1785-1795 
h 15; mØ 9.5 cm; BØ 6.5;  
V 400 ml (app. ¾ uk pint)

derby Mug 
Porcelain decorated  
in polychrome enamels 
England, derby — ca. 1780-1785 
h 14; mØ 8.9 cm; BØ 6.5 cm; 
V 300 ml (app. ½ uk pint)

© jorge WeLsH WorKs of Art, 
LIsbon/London

fIg. 90A

fIg. 90A
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This cylindrical mug has a loop handle and  
is finely painted in overglaze famille rose enamels 
and gold. On the side opposite the handle is a large 
rectangular cartouche, framed by gilt scrollwork 
outlined in black, depicting a scene with figures  
in a bedroom: a lady is reclining in bed; a gentleman 
with a pointed beard stands next to her dressed  
in long robes, while five ladies, all wearing long 
and colourful dresses, are grouped around the bed. 
Two are engaged in a conversation, while another 
two are watching the bed, and the fifth is kneeling 
beside the bed. Five scattered floral sprays decorate 
the mug: two on each side of the medallion and  
a further one below the handle. 

The scene decorating this mug is based on an 
unidentified European engraving. Some authors 
suggest that the original source was probably 
English, Dutch or Scandinavian, and dated 
somewhere between 1690 and 1720.

 

Porcelain decorated in 
overglaze famille rose 
enamels and gold

 

qing dynasty, qianlong 
period (1736-1795),  
ca. 1750

h 11.4 cm 
mØ 9.6 cm 
BØ 9.4 cm 
V 600 ml  
(app. 1 uk pint)

JoRgE WELSh WoRkS  

oF ARt, LISBoN/LoNdoN

120 Mug

Opinions on the meaning of this scene are divided. 
Some authors suggest that it might possibly repre-
sent the death of Mary II, Queen of England, 
with her husband William II, Prince of Orange 
beside her, while her sister, who later succeeded 
her as queen, kneels at her side. It is difficult to 
understand, however, why this event would be 
commemorated on the fiftieth anniversary after 
Queen Mary’s death in 1694.1 Other authors 
suggest that this scene may honour the death  
of a well known figure, or may illustrate a scene 
from a tragedy. The ‘Death of the Virgin’ seems 
to have been ruled out from the list of possibilities 
since, traditionally, the twelve disciples surround 
the Virgin in one of the most common scenes 
represented in art.2 •  

1 howard and Ayers, 1978, vol. I, p. 242, no. 238.
2 hervouët and Bruneau, 1986, p. 205, no. 9.38.
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This bell-shaped mug has a loop handle with  
a ruyi head terminal and stands on a short, slightly 
everted foot. On the opposite side to the handle,  
a lobed cartouche reserved in white contains  
a gilt oval medallion enclosing the portrait  
of an old woman, wearing a cloak and a simple 
wide-brimmed bonnet, later known as a ‘gypsy 
bonnet’, painted in grisaille. The cartouche is 
surrounded by incised insects, flowers and fruits 
reserved in white, on an underglaze blue ‘fish roe’ 
pattern ground. The rim is painted with a band of 
hexagonal motifs or a honeycomb pattern border, 
and the handle is decorated with a flowery stem, 
overlapped by a flower head. 

The portrait on this mug depicts Mary Squires,  
an aged gypsy who was accused of participating  
in the abduction of Elizabeth Canning, a 19-year-
old servant girl of Aldermanbury in London. 
According to the story, Elizabeth disappeared  
on her way home on the 1st of January 1753  
and only reappeared a month later, weakened  
by malnutrition and wearing torn clothes. Elizabeth 
claimed to have been kidnapped by a gypsy who 
she later identified as Mary Squires, and held  
in a house in Enfield. Squires was arrested  
and the trial in April 1753 judged the gypsy guilty  
of the crimes of which she was accused. However, 
the Lord Mayor of London, Sir Crisp Gascoyne, 
was dissatisfied with the verdict and ordered the 
case reopened, while Elizabeth herself gave several 
interviews to British newspapers, which contained 
incoherent and contradictory versions of the  
events. Mary Squires was pardoned and Elizabeth 
Canning indicted for perjury.1 The story swiftly 
gained notoriety, and public opinion in support  
of the two defendants, was divided between  
the ‘Canningites’ and ‘Egyptians’ (for ‘gypsy’),  
while Sir Crisp Gascoyne was attacked and received 
death threats for his part in re-opening the trial. 
The London press dedicated numerous pages  
to this celebrated case, publishing several articles, 

 

Porcelain decorated in 
underglaze cobalt blue, 
overglaze grisaille  
and gold

 

qing dynasty, qianlong 
period (1736-1795),  
ca. 1755

h 13.5 cm 
mØ 9 cm 
BØ 6 cm 
V 525 ml  
(app. 1 uk pint)

dAVId SANCtuARy 

hoWARd PRIVAtE 

CoLLECtIoN

121 Mug

interviews and prints, so that the main figures  
in the case became well known among the general 
public. At the second trial the following year, 
Elizabeth was found guilty of corruption and 
perjury, imprisoned for a month, and deported  
to Connecticut.

The engravings published in the London 
newspapers stimulated the production of  
objects decorated with the portraits of both 
women. These included a pair of enamelled 
plaques depicting Mary Squires and Elizabeth 
Canning, made by Thomas Whieldon (1719-1795) 
in Staffordshire.2 The design closely copied the 
engraving by Benjamin Cole named ‘The True 
Pictures of Elizabeth Canning and Mary Squires’  
(fig. 121a), published in The Universal Magazine 
in 1754. Below the engraving is an inscription 
reading:

‘Mary Squires aged 75. Condemned for Robbing 
Eliz. Canning Jan: 1: 1753. Elizabeth Canning 
aged 19 tried and convicted of Perjury  
May: 8: 1754, and May ye 30 recd. Sentence  
to be 1 month Imprision`d and Transported  
for 7 years’.3 →
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→ The portrait of Mary Squires on this mug  
was directly copied from an engraving published  
in the London Magazine, printed by E. Baldwin at 
Pater Noster Row, in 1754.4 The engraving depicts 
the two defendants in the trial, within similar 
frames to those decorating the present mug. 

English pottery mugs made in pairs, and decorated 
with the portrait of each figure, are also known.5  
A Chinese porcelain dish in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum in London, decorated in the 
centre with the portraits of Elizabeth Canning and 
Mary Squires, with the allegorical figure of Justice 
standing between them, is inscribed ‘One Day for 
Liberty the Briton Fires’ around the upper part of 
the rim, with ‘The next He flames for Canning or 
for Squires’ around the lower rim,6 the lines taken 
from a longer satirical prologue written by David 
Garrick and recited by the actor Samuel Foote  

at Drury Lane Theatre, in October 1753. The dish 
appears to strongly criticise the volatility of public 
opinion, which one day defends freedom and the 
next day attacks it. Another mug of cylindrical 
shape, in the former collection of Mildred and  
Rafi Mottahedeh, is decorated around the rim with  
a border of vine leaves and tendrils, and painted  
in grisaille with an identical portrait of Mary 
Squires, as the present mug.7 

Published in 

howard, 1997, p. 115, no. 140 •

 
1 howard, 1997, p. 115.
2 Watney, 1972, p. 826, figs. 45 and 46. 
3 Watney, 1972, p. 826.
4 howard and Ayers, 1978, vol. I, p. 256.
5 howard and Ayers, 1978, vol. I, p. 256.
6 hervouët and Bruneau, 1986, p. 205, no. 9.39;  

Victoria and Albert museum, inv. no. C.36-1951.
7 howard and Ayers, 1978, vol. I, pp. 256-57.
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Porcelain decorated  
in overglaze grisaille  
and gold, possibly 
applied in England

 

qing dynasty, qianlong 
period (1736-1795),  
ca. 1785; decoration 
applied before 1830 

 

h 15.3 cm 
mØ 12.2 cm 

BØ 11.3 cm
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CoLLECtIoN, INV. No. 714

161 Mug

This cylindrical mug has a handle made of two 
ribbed and interlacing straps ending with berry 
sprig terminals. It is made of white porcelain,  
and covered in glaze, except for the base.  
Probably applied in England, the decoration  
is painted in grisaille, brown, sepia, pale blue  
and black enamels, and depicts gothic ruins in the 
foreground with several small sailing ships in calm 
waters in the background. The slightly recessed 
base is inscribed in black with a monogram of three 
initials, including the letters ‘J’ and ‘C’. There are 
traces of gold on the ruins, the lower section of the 
composition and on the handles. The decoration 
represents the ruins of Whitby Abbey, in Yorkshire, 
with its 14th century nave seen from the eastern  
end of the abbey, the promontory to the north  
of Whitby and the Whitby Bay.

Whitby Abbey is a Benedictine monastery in ruins, 
which was founded in 657 by King of Oswy of 
Northumbria as Streoneshalth, the historical name 
of the town of Whitby in North Yorkshire on the 
northeast coast of England. The first abbess was 
Lady Hilda (St. Hilda), who was niece to Edwin, 
the first Christian King of Northumbria. After her 
death in about 680, she was followed by Aefleda, 
King Oswy’s own daughter, and the monastery 
of monks and nuns continued to flourish until 
an attack by the Vikings in 867, which led to its 
destruction and abandonment. It was only after 
the Norman Conquest that William de Percy, an 
ancestor of the Earls of Northumberland, ordered 
that the monastery was to be restored (1078) and 
devoted to St. Peter and St. Hilda. Home to the 
great Saxon poet Caedmon, the monastery was 
largely rebuilt in the 13th and 14th centuries. In 1540, 
during Henry VIII’s reign and the Dissolution  
of the Monasteries, the roof was removed,  
but most of the walls stood until 1763 when the 
western side collapsed, accelerating its downfall.  
In 1830, what remained of the central tower 
collapsed and nine years later it was followed  
by part of the choir. 

The view of the Whitby Abbey depicted on this  
mug was based on an unidentified engraving,  
made before 1830, as demonstrated by the still 
standing central tower (fig. 161a). A similar mug  
with the initials ‘A. C.’ probably those of whom 
the mug was intended for, was part of the former 
Mildred and Rafi Mottahedeh Collection. According 
to Howard and Ayers, the initials on the mug appear  
to have been delicately done by a Chinese painter.  
A comparable mug with the initials ‘RAC’ painted  
in black is in the Art Institute of Chicago.1 Therefore, 
it seems the mugs would have be plain white with 
the initials at the base, and subsequently painted, 
possibly in England, with the ruins of the Whitby 
Abbey.2

The present vessel, the mug in the former Mildred 
and Rafi Mottahedeh Collection, the one in the 
Art Institute of Chicago and a further one in the 
SL Collection, appear to be the only known pieces 
decorated with this design. 
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1 Art Institute of Chicago, inv. no. 1958.227. 
2 howard and Ayers, 1978, vol. I, p. 267, no. 264; hervouët and 

Bruneau, 1986, p. 398, no. 16.131.
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